WESTMORLAND DAMSON ASSOCIATION

FEATURES OF THE WESTMORLAND DAMSON
by Peter Cartmell

Is the tree in my garden a true Westmorland Damson?

The Westmorland damson is a variety of Shropshire Prune and is said to be the 'Blue Violet' although this is now doubtful. It would be reassuring to know for certain and attempts are being made to verify this by comparison of stones and DNA testing.
A damson tree will develop different characteristics in different locations and the prevailing climate. Small variations may be observable within a distance of only a few miles and thus there is no authoritative identification process. This note will describe characteristics observed in the damsons growing around the Lyth Valley in the old County of Westmorland.
The fruit
The typical Westmorland damson fruit lies in the range of 27 to 30 mm long and 20 to 23 mm in diameter. However if the crop is sparse the fruits may grow larger, and conversely a heavy crop may produce many small damsons, especially in a dry season. The fruit will be somewhat oval in cross section and tapered towards the stalk rather like a stubby pear. The ovality may not be completely symmetrical. There is often a very small collar where the stalk meets the fruit. It is unusual to find a mark or groove running lengthwise down the fruit as is so obvious in some plums but a faint lengthwise mark may very occasionally occur. The stalk usually comes away with the fruit when picked and will be about 18 to 20 mm long.
A damson is never spherical. A spherical fruit will probably be a cultivated plum, a wild bullace or a sloe.
The Westmorland damson will be a blackish purple in colour and as it approaches ripeness will he coated with a bloom of natural yeast often making the fruit more blue than purple.
The inside flesh of the damson will he greenish yellow at first, becoming more yellow as the fruit ripens. At no time, even when the fruit is very ripe will the stone readily part company with the flesh.
The stone
The stone itself is asymmetrical and when viewed from the side, with stalk end to the left, will have a slightly more pronounced curve on the lower ridge than the top. At the stalk-end the stone may even show a small upward curving tip. There are two lengthwise grooves on the stone along the ridges, the one on the more gradual curved ridge at the top will he more or less along the crest but at the bottom, where the ridge is more curved it may be slightly offset to the side.
The stone is likely to be between 15 to 18 mm long and no more than 10mm in height and will be smoother than many other plum and damson varieties. These often show marked and very rough grooving. With experience it is possible to identify damson va rieties from the stone alone.
The leaves
The leaves of the tree are symmetrical, the points more rounded than sharp and become larger and more rounded as the tree gets older. Young trees up to about 6 feet tall may have quite sharp leaf points. Leaves on a mature tree are likely to be 60 to 65 mm in length. Most other damson varieties will he larger.
The tree
Unless it has been budded or grafted onto a dwarf stock, which is rarely the case in Westmorland, the tree itself will have a tendency to be leggy often reaching over 6 metres high in old age. The trunk rarely exceeds 200mm in diameter even in old trees.
The bark
Only in ancient trees is the bark likely to show numerous deep longitudinal fissures. There may be occasional long splits due to bursts of rapid growth in wet seasons but in trees up to 40 years old the bark may simply be uniformly rough, resembling extremely coarse sandpaper, very different from the fissured bark of, for example, a pear tree. It is rarely shiny smooth unless the tree is very young and then the bark may resemble that of a hazelnut tree.
On mature trees there may be a fairly uniform layer of lichen on the trunk appearing as a green or brown powder, the occurrence depending on the climatic conditions thus lichen may possibly he observed in other damson varieties. Occasionally the bark of a Westmorland damson may carry shallow circumferential markings, a less distinct version of those on wild cherry trees.
The roots
Westmorland damson trees are shallow rooted rarely going below 2 feet and because of this when planted in shallow soil have a greater tendency than others to produce suckers from the roots up to some distance away from the trunk. This tendency may increase as the tree grows older. Damson trees are prone to wind damage and uprooting and although there are trees over 100 years old, the Westmorland damson reaches its peak betwen 20 and 30 years of age.
The seasons
The local climate will affect the blossoming and fruiting seasons. In Westmorland the blossom starts in very early April and has been seen in late March. The fruit picking season is the first 3 weeks in September but with mild springs is becoming slightly earlier. Blossoming and harvest is usually a little later in the exposed parts of north Westmorland and in Cumbria.
The flavour
If there is an opportunity to compare the flavour with other damson varieties the Westmorland damson, when cooked, will have the stronger amaretto flavour loved by cooks and chefs everywhere.
Conclusion
In general, the larger the fruit and leaves the less likely the damson is to he a Westmorland damson. A south country damson for instance may be up to 25% larger in both.
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